To Whom it may concern
We have known Graham Healy of Healy’s Health for many years now and recently he was responsible for
implementing URBAN MUSCLE Supplements to Movements Fitness Centre (2012).
Graham has been in the Health and fitness Industry for over 30 years , having owned his own health centre in the
1980’s Graham, like our team at URBAN MUSCLE, has always put INTEGRITY and QUALITY of information and
supplementation as first priority to clients and Gym members .
Urban Muscle believe that quality supplementation (in the correct dosage) along with a good Nutritional Plan has
a synergistic or multiplying effect that is by far the best way to get the maximum results for your effort.
Graham has been a student and advocate of our information and supplementation knowledge. In fact, we at
Urban Muscle have been in the health and fitness industry for almost 20 years and our business has been the
number one supplement supplier in Australia for the vast majority of that time.
We have been the advisor of many supplement companies on formula combinations over the years, until ‘out of
frustration’ and in search of a company that actually placed QUALITY and INGREDIENT QUANITY above bottom
line (money), we decided to put our expert knowledge from nearly two decades of research field testing to use
creating the industry leading URBAN MUSCLE.
Almost 20 years of experience on all levels have been concentrated down to one brand that encapsulates all the
proven and tested supplements in their correct effective quantities.
Graham Healy has been aware of the amount of hard work we have done here at Urban Muscle to make our
product the INDUSTRY LEADER. It took a while for Graham to come on board with Urban Muscle as he is a
thoughtful man who likes to do his own research and testing. We believe this is why Graham has become such a
‘convert’ and ‘advocate’ for Urban Muscle as he knows it works and he knows the quality control and
accountability that goes into the product.
We believe Graham, as a former Queensland titles Olympic Weightlifter and Master personal trainer, and with
his already ‘informed’ background understands what Urban Muscle have had to do to SET THE STANDARD in
Australia and Internationally.
We can say that Graham Healy does not compromise in Quality or Integrity of product and Information to Clients
and other business alike.
We know that Graham has a great confidence in our Product and therefore such a strong advocate for Urban
Muscle that we can only recommend Graham as one of the rare individuals who will never promote or advocates
any product to make a quick buck, he will only promote or recommend what he believes is TRUSTWORTHY and of
the Highest Quality, we therefore have no hesitation in recommending Graham Healy of Healy’s Health on all
matters relating to Client training, supplementation advice, nutrition, and all other matters relation to Health and
fitness.

Yours sincerely,

Dan , John & Fay Maxwell
Founders of URBAN MUSCLE
Sponsor of Natural Bodybuilding for 10 years

